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It was over 60 years ago, on the 3rd March 1958,  when a 10 year old boy sat with his 
Mum & Dad in the back of the stalls at the Southampton Gaumont (Mayflower) to 
experience the latest rock and roll sensation from America, Buddy Holly and The Crickets, 
there was no way that he would know that in 11 months to the day, the music would die. 
Last night, somewhat older, I was back there to see the latest incarnation of this, now, 
legend in the phenomenally succesful hit musical Buddy and I wasn‘t disappointed.

Ahead of the performance, not having seen the show since it originally opened at London‘s
Victoria Palace back in 1989 with American actor Paul Hipp in the Buddy Holly role, I spent
a few hours looking at videos from the various productions both in the UK and from around
the world to see how close the performances were to the originals. Last night was an 
absolute revelation, hand on heart, I can honestly say that never has there been a better 
cast and the audience went wild for the show that has played this theatre for 14 weeks 
over its 10 visits.

The glue for this show is obviously Buddy Holly and the audience expect the actor to bear 
more than a resemblance to the original, both in looks and vocal talent and Christopher 
Weeks fits the bill perfectly. In fact, I go as far as to say that he is probably the best Buddy 
since the original last performed in 1958. Not surprising, as Christopher is well known in 
the music world as an accomplished musician and jazz singer and having graduated from 
the Oxford School of Drama, he can act pretty damn well too.

But in this world Buddy needs his Crickets and for this show a group of backing musicians 
will not do, so for this performance at the Mayflower we have the alternative Buddy, A J 
Jenks as Niki Sullivan on rhythm guitar, Josh Haberfield as Jerry Allison on drums, and 
Joe Butcher as Joe B. Mauldin on bass, together forming The Crickets – actually looking 
spookily like the originals and sounding as good. All three have strong backgrounds in 
musical theatre and are accomplished musicians and it tells.

Act One closes with Buddy Holly and The Crickets New York concert at the Harlem Apollo 
which is where we get introduced to three characters that help accelerate the pace of the 
show, there‘s Tyrone Jones (played by Miguel Angel), Chantel Williams (Cartier Fraser) 
and Marlen Madison (Sasha Lataya), individually and together the three are awesome, 
their talents are incredible and their performances alone are worth the price of the ticket.

Act Two takes us to that fateful, final concert where Buddy Holly performs along with The 
Big Bopper (Joshua Barton) and Ritchie Valens (Ben Pryer). Wow – never have those two 
roles been played better, they bring the youthful back-stage swagger and fun to the show 
and perform like there is no tomorrow (which of course there won‘t be). These are two to 
watch, certain that big careers beckon.



Harry Boyd as Hipockets Duncan, Rhiannon Hopkins as Vi Petty and Hannah Price as 
Maria Elena are the characters that hold the plot together and they do brilliantly with the 
little material they have been given, acting their socks off, weaving through the music to 
make sure the story gets told.

This Clear Lake concert closing has a set list not too different from the show at the 
Gaumont. The music generating excitement, enthusiasm and showing the love of 
performance and for the audience. Something that must have been part of the make-up of 
the time – the 1958 UK tour consisted of 50 performances in 25 cities in 25 days – having 
completed the US tour on the 25th February, Buddy commenced his UK tour in London on
1st March and concluded back in London on 25th March, commencing a new US tour in 
New York on 28th March.

This is a show that will wash away those post Christmas and New Year blues and put a 
spring in your step as you journey home after the show. This tour is billed as the 30th 
Anniversary tour, and the production shows it. Before it comes out on tour again the 
production needs a revamp, it was a pioneering show 30 years ago, but today it shows its 
age and needs an update,  if not for the audience then please, for the performers, they 
deserve the absolute best.
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